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We investigate a three-parameter family of billiard tables with circular arc boundaries. These
umbrella-shaped billiards may be viewed as a generalization of two-parameter moon and asymmet-
ric lemon billiards, in which the latter classes comprise instances where the new parameter is 0. Like
those two previously studied classes, for certain parameters umbrella billiards exhibit evidence of
chaotic behavior despite failing to meet certain criteria for defocusing or dispersing, the two most
well understood mechanisms for generating ergodicity and hyperbolicity. For some parameters cor-
responding to non-ergodic lemon and moon billiards, small increases in the new parameter transform
elliptic 2-periodic points into a cascade of higher order elliptic points. These may either stabilize
or dissipate as the new parameter is increased. We characterize the periodic points and present
evidence of new ergodic examples.
I. INTRODUCTION
Billiards are dynamical systems which are based on a
simple model but which nonetheless provide deep phys-
ical insights and pose fundamental questions in statisti-
cal mechanics, quantum mechanics, and broadly across
many branches of physics. On a bounded region Q ⊂ R2
(the billiard table), an infinitesimal particle moves along
segments at unit speed, changing direction according to
the law of specular reflection upon collisions at bound-
aries. The essential link in billiards between the geome-
try of the table and the dynamics of the system facil-
itates a robust model which has proved useful in ap-
proaching problems ranging from the foundations of the
Boltzmann’s ergodic hypothesis [9], to the description of
shell effects in semiclassical physics [5], to the design of
microwave resonators in quantum chaos [33], and many
other other applications [1, 17, 23, 25, and 26]. In partic-
ular, ergodic properties are determined by the shape of
the table, producing a spectrum of behaviors from com-
pletely integrable to strongly chaotic. Many questions
remain unanswered in the presence of non-integrable dy-
namics, and it is upon such questions that we will con-
centrate.
The origins of the field of chaotic billiards may be
traced to Sinai [32], who established the ergodicity of dis-
persing billiards and opened the door to many previously
unapproachable problems. The defocusing mechanism of
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Bunimovich [9] extended the field of study to convex ta-
bles including the well-known stadium, which he demon-
strated to be hyperbolic and ergodic; and flower billiards,
closely related to the billiard classes of interest in this pa-
per. Further elucidation of defocusing billiards followed
from Wojtkowski [34], Markarian [28], Donnay [19] and
Bunimovich [10]. More recently, Bunimovich and Grigo
[11] conjectured that absolute focusing is a necessary re-
quirement for a typical convex table to be ergodic.
We are particularly interested in billiards which are
not dispersing and do not meet any known defocusing
criterion, but which nonetheless exhibit chaotic proper-
ties. Among the known examples most relevant to the
new class of billiards we will investigate are annular bil-
liards, introduced by Saito et al. [30] and later extensively
studied in [1, 8, 18, 22, and 27]. Benettin and Strelcyn
[7] looked at one-parameter oval tables and observed no-
table properties including bifurcation phenomenon, the
coexistence of elliptic and chaotic regions, and the sep-
aration of the chaotic region into several invariant com-
ponents. In [20] the ovals were generalized to a two-
parameter family encompassing seven varieties, including
special cases of lemon, moon, and a particular example
of a class which in this paper we will designate as um-
brella billiards, while [4] gives an alternate generalization
of [7] to squash billiard tables, on which the elementary
defocusing mechanism does not take place. In [25] sym-
metric lemon billiards were considered, and recently a
class of asymmetric lemon-shaped convex billiard tables
were constructed in [13], obtained by intersection of two
disks in the plane. It was also proved that a subclass
of these billiards are indeed hyperbolic using continued
fraction techniques [12]. These, along with the moon bil-
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2Fig. 1: Three umbrella billiards, created by duplicating a
framing disk of a moon billiard (Q2M (1.3, 1.3, 1.6), left and
Q1M (1, 1.4, 1), center) or a lemon billiard (QL(1.3, 1.5, 1.2),
right) and separating centers of the new disks.
liards recently investigated by the authors in [16], are the
direct antecedents of the current investigation.
Lemons and moons may be identified parametrically as
Q(B,R), where a circle of radius R ≥ 1 overlaps a unit
circle with centers separated by B > 0, using the central
or outer regions to form lemon or moon tables respec-
tively. Umbrella tables QL(B,R,B1) and Q
i
M (B,R,B1)
are formed by duplicating the unit circle and separat-
ing the centers of the new-formed (initially overlapping)
disks to a distance B1 ≥ 0 units. (See Figure 1; see Sec-
tion II for details.) For the moon type, the superscript
will distinguish between the construction in which the
circle corresponding to the dispersing edge is duplicated
(Type 1) and the case in which the circle corresponding to
the focusing edge is duplicated (Type 2). For the lemon-
based umbrellas no such distinction is needed, though the
asymmetry will result in non-unique parametrizations.
Even with this simple construction, in which all com-
ponents are circular arcs, our numerical results show that
these billiards still enjoy rich ergodic and chaotic prop-
erties, and small modifications may result in notable dif-
ferences in the dynamics, as in Figure 2. Depending on
the combination of both initial conditions and param-
eters, the phase spaces present a rich structure which
contains invariant spanning curves, Kolmogorov-Arnold-
Moser (KAM) islands and chaotic seas, and suggest that
subclasses may be completely ergodic relative to the stan-
dard billiard measure.
We introduce an alternative to the (R,B) parametriza-
tion which has the advantage of uniting the moon and
lemon families in the larger class of two-arc billiards.
Aligning the vertices along a horizontal axis and letting
θ1 and θ2 be the signed angle of the tangents of the two
arcs at the left vertex (Figure 3), we normalize by scaling
the θ1 circle to unit radius. After reducing through iden-
tifications by relabeling and symmetry the a priori 2pi
square parameter space reduces to one triangular quad-
rant. (Note that each θ-plane corresponds to a B1, the
third parameter which is unaltered, and in cases where
B1 6= 0 we will use the θ values associated to the base
case, not the modified angles.) The family of all billiards
in this triangle includes not only asymmetric lemons and
moons but also the two-petal variety of flower billiards, a
class for which the ergodicity was established analytically
under the defocusing mechanism of Bunimovich. Figure
Fig. 2: The phase portrait of the lemon billiard
QL(1.0.75, 0) (above) and of the umbrella billiard
QL(1.0, 0.75, 0.05) (below) with outlines of the tables (upper
left insets). From B1 = 0 to B1 = 0.05 the change in the
table is minimal, but the dynamical change is significant.
4 summarizes the known and new billiard tables viewed
through the lens of this parametrization.
In Section II we discuss the antecedent classes and de-
scribe the construction of umbrella billiards, and in Sec-
tion III we discuss periodic points, looking at the cases
where the umbrella billiard mirrors their base types as
well as examples where they diverge markedly. The last
two sections give numeric evidence of new ergodic bil-
liards, considering Poincare´ surfaces of sections and the
transition of periodic points from elliptic to hyperbolic
in Section IV, and Lyapunov exponents in Section V.
Fig. 3: Two-arc billiards, including lemons, moons, and
two-petal flowers, may be parametrized by tangent angles of the
arcs relative to the central axis.
3Fig. 4: The class of billiards formed by two circular arcs can be completely parametrized in the upper triangular region. (The
numbered subregions are the translations into the θ parametrization of the regions given in [13] and [16].) The two-petal
flowers in the upper left are analytically known to be ergodic. Lemon billiards (middle left) and moon billiards (right) exhibit
numerical evidence of ergodicity in some regions, shown in gray. Under the umbrella modification, with B1 > 0, the lemon
type ergodic region expands from I into III and the moon type expands through region II and (for sufficiently large B1) into
region I. See Section IV for a more precise description of the moon case.
II. UMBRELLA BILLIARDS
We begin this section with a brief description of the
construction and dynamics of the parametric families of
moon billiards and asymmetric lemon billiards, then in-
troduce the generalized umbrella class.
Starting with a unit disk and a second disk of radius
R ≥ 1, with the two centers separated by distance B,
moon billiard tables are comprised of the unit disk mi-
nus the overlap with the radius R disk (Figure 5a). This
defines a two-parameter family of moon-shaped billiard
tables with boundary made of two circular arcs. Alter-
natively, an asymmetric lemon billiard table is comprised
of the intersection of the two disks (Figure 6a). We use
Fig. 5: A family of umbrella billiards obtained by modifying
moon billiards: (a) standard moon billiards; (b) the first
variation, replacing the dispersing edge; (c) the second
variation, replacing the focusing edge.
the designation QM (R,B, 0) for moons and QL(R,B, 0)
for lemons, replacing the now ambiguous Q(R,B) used
for the former class in [16] and the latter in [13].
In both cases the shape of the boundary, and conse-
quently the dynamics, is controlled by the parameters R
and B. For moon billiards, typical examples have one or
more elliptic points coexisting with a chaotic region [16].
When B is small and the centers of the two framing cir-
cles are close, elliptic islands about 2-periodic points are
prominent; in contrast, sufficient separation B relative to
the radius R results in apparently ergodic behavior. (See
Region I and Region II in Figure 7.)
Fig. 6: A family of umbrella billiards obtained by modifying
lemon billiards: (a) standard lemon billiards; (b) the
lemon-type umbrella billiard.
4Fig. 7: The R,B parameter space (center) for moon billiards, with phase portraits for R = 1.2 and the indicated values of B ranging
from 0.21 to 1.5. Examples in Region II above the curve, where neither circle contains the center of the other, appear to be ergodic,
while for smaller B stable period two elliptic points dominate the dynamics.
Symmetric lemon billiards may be parametrized by
a single parameter B (the subclass QL(1, B, 0) in the
RB parametrization) and as first observed in [25] dis-
play elliptic behavior about a central 2-periodic point
for all instances except the isolated parabolic example
QL(1, 1, 0). As B approaches 2 and the table becomes
thin, the elliptic islands around the central 2-periodic
point expand and the surrounding chaotic region be-
comes narrow. Conversely, when B approaches 0 and
the table approaches the circular case, a host of elliptic
islands emerge, becoming long and narrow approaching
the integrable case. If R 6= 1, however, and asymmetric
billiards are considered, hyperbolicity [12] and apparent
ergodicity [13] often arise, as in Region I in Figure 8.
To create the first two modified classes, start with the
moon billiard construction. Duplicate the radius R disk
to create two disks, and create the new table by allowing
the two centers to move away symmetrically in opposite
directions orthogonal to the axis between the center of
the original radius R disk and the unit disk. (See Figure
5b). Let B1 > 0 be the distance between the centers,
and designate this first moon variation Q1M (R,B,B1).
For the second variation of the moon billiard, paral-
lel the construction duplicating the radius R disk in-
stead, thereby altering the focusing edge of the original
moon billiard (Figure 5c). This type will be designated
Q2M (R,B,B1).
A similar construction may be applied to obtain an
umbrella variation of the lemon billiard, duplicating the
unit circle and moving the two copies apart, but using
the intersection of the unaltered disk with the union of
the new disks instead as the table. See Figure 6b. Denote
this class by QL(R,B,B1).
There are three corners on these tables, which break
down the smoothness of the boundary and will lead to
the existence of nontrivial singularity curves. More pre-
cisely, the singularity set of this table Q(R,B) consists of
three vertical segments in the phase space based at the
three corner points, as well as the horizontal lines corre-
sponding to grazing. Additionally, we limit the class to
nondegenerate modifications, specifically cases in which
B1 is sufficiently small that the billiard table consists of
a single, simply connected region. The maximum allow-
able B1 varies by type and by the parameters R and B,
but in all cases B1 < 2.
Each type of umbrella billiard may be extended into a
modification partitioning a moon or lemon billiard edge
into not merely two but any number of new edges. The
general n-umbrella billiard is by obtained by replacing
the duplicated circles with an arbitrary number of cir-
5Fig. 8: The R,B parameter space (center) for lemon billiards. For symmetric lemon tables with R = 1 there is an isolated parabolic
case Q(1, 1) (middle right) while all other cases are elliptic. However, the asymmetric instances are frequently hyperbolic. Region I
appears to be entirely ergodic.
cles, spaced evenly along the axis. To round out the
modifications of the class of two-arc billiards, an identi-
cal construction might be applied to two-petal flowers.
It is clear that all non-degenerate cases would be three-
petal flower billiards that satisfy Bunimovich’s defocus-
ing mechanism, and thus are analytically established as
ergodic. Accordingly, our focus will be on investigating
the ergodicity of lemon and moon types, starting with
the base cases and then considering umbrella billiards.
III. CHARACTERISTICS OF PERIODIC
ORBITS
In this section we consider the periodic points appear-
ing in the base lemon and moon classes as well as the
modified class of umbrella billiards. For any fixed bil-
liard table Q, let M be the space of unit vectors based
at the boundary ∂Q, pointing inwards, and endowed with
natural topology. M can be viewed as a closed cylinder
with nature coordinates x = (s, θ), where s ∈ [0, |∂Q|] is
the arc-length parameter on the wall ∂Q, oriented coun-
terclockwise, and θ ∈ [0, pi] is the angle formed by the
vector x and the positive tangent direction to ∂Q at the
base point x. The setM is a natural cross-section of the
phase space for the billiard flows. The first return map
(or the Poincare´ map) obtained by restricting the flow
on M is called the discrete billiard map, T : M → M,
T (s, θ) = (s1, θ1). The billiard map preserves the prob-
ability measure µ on M with dµ = c sin θ ds dθ, where
c is a normalizing constant. A periodic point x = T kx
is then said to be hyperbolic, parabolic and elliptic if
| tr(DxT k)| > 2 (unstable), | tr(DxT k)| = 2 (neutrally
stable) and | tr(DxT k)| < 2 (stable) respectively. (See
for instance [3].)
Of particular interest, then, are types of periodic points
which may transition from elliptic to hyperbolic as the
parameters vary. This consideration will inform the dis-
cussion in Section IV, when we look for boundaries in
the umbrella billiards parameter space where the elliptic
points dissipate and the transition to apparent ergodicity
occurs. For certain parameters of all classes under dis-
cussion, 2-periodic orbits colliding within a single circular
arc may occur. For moon and umbrella-moon types, such
orbits may tangentially graze the boundary at one (or for
n-umbrellas more) points. As the former is parabolic and
6the latter hyperbolic (see [16]) they are omitted from fur-
ther discussion.
A. Periodic points of lemon type
Fig. 9: The dominant 2-periodic orbit (left) and the phase space
(right) of QL(1, 1.35, 0).
For many parameters, the phase space of lemon bil-
liards is dominated by elliptic periodic points. In Figure
9, a central 2-periodic point is contained in an elliptic
island surrounded by a smaller chaotic sea. The orbits
of the type appearing in this figure will persist for many
larger values of B, but the shapes of the corresponding
islands undergo some interesting transformations.
Fig. 10: For QL(1, 1.37, 0), the orbits corresponding to the
outlying islands (left) and the phase space (right).
New elliptic islands start to form when B goes over
1.35. In Figure 10, we illustrate two-sided periodic tra-
jectories around the central elliptic island island and two
pairs of periodic six orbits. We also note that new is-
lands are created inside the island centered at the peri-
odic points with period 6 when we increase B. More-
over, as B continues growing, these new-formed islands
get separated from the main island and form several iso-
lated islands. By slightly increasing B, a similar pattern,
Fig. 11: Left: Period 6 orbit for the table of QL(1, 1.58, 0).
Right: Phase space of QL(1, 1.58, 0).
Fig. 12: In umbrella billiards formed by small deformations of
lemon billiards, the central 2-periodic point is replaced by two
2-periodic elliptic points surrounded by a multitude of higher
order periodic points. The scale of zooming on each phase
portrait is proportional to the B1 parameter: B1 = 0.01 (upper
left), B1 = 0.001 (upper right), B1 = 0.00001 (lower left), and
B1 = 0.0000001 (lower right), and accordingly only half of the
elliptic islands are shown for the displayed points.
the birth and separation of new islands, is observed in
the phase space of the billiard table.
Figure 11 demonstrates a 6-periodic example of the
remaining type of periodic point that may appear for
lemon billiards. The 12 prominent peripheral islands cor-
responding to the periodic point and its mirror point in
reverse time.
All of these types of periodic points may appear in
umbrella billiards formed from the lemon modification.
Specifically, if all of the collisions occur at boundary
points removed from new corners then they will persist as
B1 increases. However, the dynamics may shift rapidly
for umbrella billiards when the new corner appears near
the periodic point, even for extremely small B1 values.
Figure 12 shows the details of the dynamical shift on sev-
eral scales for the stable 2-periodic point shown in Figure
9 when B1 is small but nonzero. Notice that two ellip-
tic 2-periodic points replace the original single 2-periodic
point.
B. Periodic points of moon type
In moon billiards, we have only one-sided periodic tra-
jectories and no two-sided periodic orbits as observed in
lemon billiards. Figure 13 illustrates the existence of
some elliptical points that experience several consecutive
sliding collisions on the boundary component of the unit
disc, then collide perpendicularly on the boundary of the
disc of radius R and return after that. The requisite
condition for this reversing collision is the extended tra-
jectory passing through the center of one of the framing
7disks. This may also occur in billiards with the umbrella
modification, and these periodic points will also occur.
Fig. 13: Periodic orbits for moon billiards containing radial
trajectories may persist under the umbrella deformation.
IV. THE TRANSITION TO ERGODICITY IN
UMBRELLA BILLIARDS
In this section we investigate the transition to ergod-
icity in the three-parameter umbrella families. For the
Fig. 14: Umbrella deformations of lemon type billiards
QL(1.27, 1.01, B1) become increasingly chaotic as B1 increases.
Top: 0.4, middle top: 0.5, middle bottom: 0.6, bottom: 0.7.
two-parameter moon billiards investigated in [16], an er-
godic boundary is hypothesized in parameter space de-
marcating a region of apparently ergodic billiards. (See
the boundary in Figure 7.) First, we will look at exam-
ples Q(R0, B0, 0) on the non-ergodic side of the boundary
and consider the effect of increasing B1 by looking at the
phase portraits. These examples have elliptic islands, the
dissipation of which suggests that the corresponding um-
brella billiards become ergodic. Secondly, we consider the
transition more broadly by mapping the ergodic border
in the θ parameter space of moon type umbrella billiards
for several values of B1.
Figure 14 shows phase portraits for lemon type um-
brella billiards QL(1.27, 1.01, B1). The islands corre-
sponding to the prominent 4-periodic point shrink as B1
is increased. Figures 15 and 16 show similar examples
for the first and second moon type umbrella billiards
Fig. 15: For umbrella deformations of type 1 moon billiards
Q1M (1.2, 1.3, B1), elliptic islands around periodic points vanish.
Top: B1 = 0, middle top: 0.05, middle bottom: 0.1, bottom: 0.2.
8Fig. 16: Q2M (1.2, 1.3, B1) with B1 varying from 0 to 1.8. For
type 2 moon based umbrella billiards, the transition towards
chaotic behavior is less rapid.
QM (1.2, 1.3, B1), with a base moon type in a nonergodic
region below the boundary hypothesized in [16]. Both
transition to a billiard that appears to be ergodic, but the
transition occurs more rapidly for the first moon type.
The greater efficacy of the first type in generating
chaotic behavior is typical among the examples we have
investigated, and accordingly it is a candidate for exam-
ining the shift in the ergodic boundary. For B1 = 0, the
previously conjectured boundary translated to θ param-
eters is the line θ2 = θ1 +
pi
2 . (See Figure 4.) For a fixed
B1 > 0, we seek the boundary value for a fixed θ2 by
sampling phase portraits of varying θ1 outside of the er-
godic region for the base (B1 = 0) case. A transitional
boundary can be identified by approximating the points
(θ1, θ2) near which the stable elliptic islands vanish and
then adjusting θ1 to a smaller scale to refine the estimate.
This approach cannot rule out the possibility of other
tiny elliptic islands existing, but does give a candidate
for a transitional boundary. Additionally, this technique
was feasible in the selected region in part due to the fact
that the persistent elliptic periodic points were few and
of low order; in regions of parameter space where this
is not the case the transition is less clear. Here, how-
ever, the boundary may be identified with a high level
of precision. Specifically, each data point was obtained
by isolating two phase portraits with a θ1 separation of
0.001, one of which showed a clearly visible elliptic island
while the other appeared to be ergodic with no evidence
of elliptic islands.
Using this method to estimate the boundary, the tran-
sition curves appear to be linear in θ for umbrella billiards
Fig. 17: The known region of numerical ergodicity for moon
billiards (dark gray) is extended for the corresponding umbrella
billiards (dark gray) when B1 = 0.5. Smaller but observable
corresponding regions exist for B1 = 0.3 and B1 = 0.4.
9of the first moon type. The values obtained as described
fit a linear model to such a degree of accuracy that we
conjecture the transition is linear. However, at this time
it is not clear why this should be true. Figure 17 shows
the boundaries for three values of B1, giving evidence
of an extended range of ergodic parameters compared to
the B = 0 plane corresponding to unmodified moon and
lemon billiards.
V. THE LYAPUNOV EXPONENTS FOR
Q1M (1, B,B1) AND QL(1, B,B1)
The observations in Section IV suggest that in many
cases a transition towards chaotic behavior occurs as B1
increases. In this section we wish to quantify the tran-
sition by calculating the Lyapunov exponents. The Lya-
punov exponent provides a quantitative measure of the
stability of trajectories and has been widely used to quan-
tify the average expansion or contraction rate for a small
volume of initial conditions [15]. On one hand, if the
maximum Lyapunov exponent is not positive, we have
an indication of regularity and the dynamics can be pe-
riodic. On the other hand, if at least one Lyapunov ex-
ponent is positive, the orbit is said to be unstable and
chaotic. Thus, introducing this measure of chaos we can
compare tables for different parameters. As our primary
interest is in the umbrella classes, we will consider values
of B1, looking at the Lyapunov exponents as B varies
with R = 1 throughout this section.
The positive Lyapunov exponent, corresponding to the
direction of expansion, is given by
λu = lim
‖ξ0‖→0
n→∞
1
n
ln
‖ηn‖
‖η0‖ ,
where ηn is the n-distance in phase space between a fixed
orbit and a nearby orbit that begins with a nearby initial
Fig. 18: Graphs of Lyapunov exponent λ as function of B
for three values of B1 in moon type 1 umbrella billiards. In
all cases R = 1. As QM (1, B, 0) already exhibits chaotic
behavior for B >
√
2, the effect of increasing B1 is not
significant for higher value of B.
Fig. 19: Graphs of Lyapunov exponent λ as function of B
for five values of B1 for lemon type umbrella billiards.
Notice that QL(1, 1, 0) marks a transition at which the
central elliptic periodic point becomes parabolic and the
nature of the dynamics shifts. The effect of increasing B1
appears to decrease after this transition.
condition η0. To numerically estimate, one may use the
finite-time Lyapunov indicator (LI):
λ(η0, n) =
1
n
ln
‖ηn‖
‖η0‖ .
The basic features of the phase space of a chaotic sys-
tem can be discovered very quickly by calculating a large
number of LIs for short time, and for parameters cor-
responding to ergodic billiard tables the Lyapunov ex-
ponents are constant almost everywhere and a random
sampling for the initial conditions would suffice. How-
ever, for many parameters of lemon or moon type um-
brella billiards large elliptic islands persist. To focus on
the chaotic behavior, one might restrict choices of initial
conditions to apparently ergodic regions of phase space,
while a more systematic approach is given in [31], system-
atically checking for quasiperiodic orbits with zero Lya-
punov exponents and eliminating them from considera-
tion. Since only we are interested in the relative change
as B1 varies, we use a third option. Define a scaled Lya-
punov exponent by
λk,n =
1
k2
∑
λ(ηj , n),
where the initial conditions ηj are uniformly sampled us-
ing a k×k grid of phase space. Hence, the values of λ will
be lower than the true values of the Lyapunov exponents
of the chaotic region, but will still provide information
about the relative change as B1 increases.
For ‖∆x‖ = 10−6, k = 40, and n = 10, we calculate
λ for R = 1, B varying across the trial, and B1 varying
between trials. The results (Figures 18 and 19) suggest
that in these cases the umbrella billiards can be more
chaotic than their base moon and lemon types.
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